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Learning Objectives
• Explain how engage patients in early conversations about their out-

of-pocket cost for care through real-time insights into their co-pays, 
co-insurance and deductibles, based on their unique benefit plan

• Identify ways to educate and empower employees with consistent 
and efficient practices that allow for an automated process of the 
collection of patient fees that reflect any negotiated contracts that 
the health plan has with different providers

• Define the key elements of a patient engagement strategy that will 
increase patient satisfaction through price transparency and self-
service payment options
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The New Health Care Customer

INFORMED Makes informed decisions on where to go and who 

to see based on reviews/ratings and information 

about others’ experience

ENGAGED

INVOLVED

Pays more out of packet for healthcare, has 

options on where to receive their care

Focused on wellness, interested in communicating 

and following up remotely with their provider

52% 56% 69%
Of employers are planning 

to switch to high deductible 

plans in the next 3-5 years

Of customers consider 

brand/reputation very important

when choosing a provider

Of patients are at least 

somewhat interested in 

engaging with technologies 

that enable access to 

health care

Source: Deloitte Center for Health Solutions 2015 Survey of U.S. Health Care Consumers

Deloitte, “Impacts and implications of rising out of pocket health care costs”, 2014
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Inpatient Billing Experience
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Patient Revenue Cycle Journey
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Early Framework Development
Patient Interaction/Engagement

Proactive patient estimates

Website redesign

•  Patient Financial Advocate

Call Center customer satisfaction survey

• Centralized Scheduling/Authorizations

Redesign of patient Bill

Technology

Experian self service portal

MyChart e-check in

•  Self Service scheduling

•  Single bill

•  Mobile Apps on Smartphones

•  Precise ID to simplify MyChart activation                  

People, Culture and Education

• Culture shift to treating patients as consumers

•  Training

CBS-wide leadership 2017 project

Patient and Family Advisors engagement

and feedback

External industry resources

Payer Cooperation

•  Removing charges from patient bill and

EOB

•  Patient link to insurance company to 

access deductible max out of pocket

•  Peer review authorization process

= Accomplished

• = In Progress
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Patient and Family Advisors
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People-Focused Transition to Pre-Service
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Pre-Service Center: Patient Education
• Complete pre-arrival authorization requirements and patient financial education prior to the visit

• Provide proactive estimates to patients scheduled for:

– Inpatient surgery

– Ambulatory surgery

– Advanced radiology services (MRI, CT Scan)

• Integrated payer eligibility information (deductible, co-pay and out of pocket) to increase accuracy of estimates

• Patient education on payment options, including financial assistance

From a patient…
“She [our Staff Member] was so nice & fully knowledgeable, updating my info, reviewing my benefits remaining and told me what to

expect as an estimate out of pocket. She was lovely.”

From a patient’s family member…
“She [our Staff Member] was knowledgeable and provided where she [the patient] was with her deductible and the estimated amount 

Aetna would pay based on the cases she could see. She was happy to have a direct line and not be entered back into queue even if 

that meant they played phone tag once or twice”
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The “Amazing Patient Race” Project

• The entire CBS leadership team (approximately 110 high level professionals and 
supervisors/managers) was assigned to a year long project team as part of the “Patient Amazing 
Race.” Common patient interactions were presented as challenges to be completed as a “walk in 
our patient’s shoes”.

• Team members must race to complete challenges like signing up for MyChart, scheduling an 
appointment, locating information on the YNHHS website or getting a pricing estimate for a 
surgical procedure.  The goal is to identify how patients perceive current processes and use this 
knowledge to fuel our enhancements.

• At the Spring Retreat, each team will present one of the following Patient Financial Experience 
topics incorporating their first-hand experiences from the Amazing Patient Race:

Maximize Portal & Ease of Registration / Trust & Warranty (Geissinger Example) / Billing, 
Collection & Satisfaction / Tying together the system / Estimates and Messaging / Financial 

Clearance & Bad Debt / Self-Serve Schedule / Financial Concierge Counseling
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Patient Financial Experience Strategic Plan
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YNHHS Finance Division:
Finance Patient Experience Vision

People Process Technology Knowledge Sharing

• Engage Managed Care Payors

on collaboration opportunities to 

ease administrative burden of 

the patient

• Continue the rollout of Patient 

Financial Advisors to all service 

lines

• Engage with Managed Care / 

Revenue Management 

colleagues to insure that the 

Patient Experience is 

considered in contracting/ 

pricing strategies

• Leverage Best Practices 

identified in the 

YM/NEMG/YNHHS billing 

processes

• Engage payers to improve the 

Patient Financial Experience:

• EOB messaging

• Pricing changes

• Scheduling

• Authorization and eligibility

• Maximize self service 

technologies:

• Scheduling

• Access/arrival

• Paperless billing

• Online payment

• Patient estimates

• Leverage Epic and payer 

technologies to insure that 

patient financial needs are 

being addressed

• Leverage technology to better 

understand capacity and drive 

operating efficiencies through 

maximization of facilities

• Seek opportunities to publish 

efforts related to initiatives to 

improve the patient experience

• Develop educational materials 

to focus on audience:

• Clinical staff

• Operational Leaders 

• Patients

• Engage Patient Family Advisory 

group(s) to insure that efforts 

are achieving the desired 

outcomes

• Develop and share patient 

financial engagement metrics
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Questions

Contact Information:
Sharlene Seidman

sharlene.seidman@ynhh.org
(203) 688-5439

mailto:sharlene.seidman@ynhh.org

